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Abstract

Hematite (α-Fe2O3) is a promising transition metal oxide for various energy conversion

and storage applications due to advantages of low cost, high abundance, and good chemical

stability. However, its low carrier mobility and electrical conductivity have hindered wide

application of hematite-based devices. Fundamentally, this is mainly caused by the formation

of small polarons, which conduct through thermally activated hopping. Atomic doping is one

of the most promising approaches to improve the electrical conductivity in hematite. However,

its impact on carrier mobility and electrical conductivity of hematite at the atomic level remains

to be illusive. In this work, through a kinetic Monte-Carlo sampling approach for diffusion

coefficient combined with carrier concentrations computed at the charge neutrality condition,

we obtained electrical conductivity of doped hematite. We took contributions from individual

Fe-O layers, given that the in-plane carrier transport dominates. We then studied how different

dopants impact carrier mobility in hematite using Sn, Ti, and Nb as prototypical examples.

We found that the carrier mobility change is closely correlated with the local distortion of Fe-

Fe pairs, i.e., the more stretched Fe-Fe pairs are compared to the pristine systems, the lower

carrier mobility will be. Therefore, elements which limit distortion of Fe-Fe pair distances

from pristine are more desired for higher carrier mobility in hematite. The calculated local

structure and pair distribution functions of doped systems have remarkable agreement with

experimental EXAFS measurements on hematite nanowires, which further validates our first-

principles predictions. Our work revealed how dopants impact carrier mobility and electrical

conductivity of hematite, and provided practical guidelines to experimentalists on the choice

of dopants for optimal electrical conductivity of hematite and performance of hematite-based

devices.
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Introduction

Hematite (α−Fe2O3) is a promising transition metal oxide in energy conversion and storage appli-

cations, because of its advantages such as low cost, high abundance, and good chemical stability.

Its bandgap around 2.2 eV also makes it an ideal material for visible light absorption; therefore, it

is also widely used for photoelectrochemical (PEC) applications. Theoretically hematite’s solar-to-

hydrogen conversion efficiency could possibly reach 12.9%.1 However, the experimentally mea-

sured efficiency is far below the theoretical value.2–6 One of the main reasons is its low electrical

conductivity due to the formation of small electron polarons (EP).7 Low EP mobility and con-

centration lead to low electrical conductivity. Since EP transports through thermally activated

hopping, the low mobility is caused by overcoming the energy barrier over 0.1 eV, significantly

larger than thermal energy at room temperature kBT (0.0259 eV). The carrier concentration may

be increased by atomic doping as investigated in detail earlier;8 however, the way polaron mobility

is affected by doping remains illusive, despite previous studies.9–12 Therefore, understanding how

atomic doping changes carrier mobility and in turn electrical conductivity is essential and highly

desired to boost the performance of hematite-based devices.

Several experimental and theoretical studies have been performed for the effect of atomic dop-

ing on the carrier mobility and electrical conductivity of hematite.9–12 Experimentally, Tian et al.

synthesized Sn doped hematite and suggested that Sn doping could decrease the energy barrier of

EP hopping significantly.9 However, the referenced pristine hematite hopping barrier (0.52-0.70

eV) is much higher than previously reported experimental and theoretical values (0.11-0.20 eV),

and using the latter reference values would lead to the opposite conclusion.13–17 Past theoreti-

cal studies have made significant progress on understanding doping effects on hopping mobility;

however, technical challenges remain. For example, Liao et al. has studied Ti, Si, Zr, and Ge

doping effect on polaron hopping in hematite from first-principles but mainly considered the first

EP hop without considering the subsequent EP hoppings with different barriers. This could not

provide statistically averaged macroscopic properties for experimental comparison.10 On the other

hand, Kerisit et al. employed kinetic Monte-Carlo sampling method for macroscopically-averaged
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EP transport properties in doped hematite(Ti, Ca, and Al); however the empirical potential was

employed for dopant-polaron and polaron-polaron interactions, where the quantitative accuracy is

difficult to evaluate.11

Recent works by Zhou et al. used ab-initio molecular dynamics to study the EP hopping in Si

doped hematite which in principles capture more accurately the dopant-polaron interactions at the

adiabatic limit. However, macroscopic properties such as carrier mobility and carrier concentra-

tions were not reported. Conclusions are still difficult to draw when comparing with experiments.

Besides methodology challenges in past theoretical studies, there is still critical controversy on

how atomic doping impacts carrier mobility and electrical conductivity in hematite. As we will

show later, our findings agree with Liao et. al. and Kerisit et. al. on Ti acting as a EP trap and

decreasing carrier mobility;10,11 while other works found that certain atomic doping can increase

carrier mobility.9,12

Herein, to resolve the previous controversy, we carefully evaluated all possible nearest-neighbor

EP hopping barriers in the supercells from first-principles, followed by using the kinetic Monte-

Carlo sampling method for statistically-averaged polaron mobility in doped systems. Multiplied

by the carrier concentration, predicted from the method we recently implemented based on charge

neutrality condition,18 the electrical conductivity can be calculated and compared with experimen-

tal values. In addition, we studied several different atomic dopants, including both group IV and

group V elements, and revealed the trend of how atomic doping impacts the carrier mobility and

electrical conductivity in hematite. This knowledge is highly desired because it can provide practi-

cal guidelines to experimentalists on the choice of dopants for optimal electrical conductivity and

performance of hematite-based devices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we calculate the energies of different EP

configurations locating at different Fe sites. With the Boltzmann distribution, the probability of

EP forming in each layer is obtained. Second, we compute and compare EP hopping mobility of

pristine and doped hematite. The EP hopping in pristine hematite is studied first as a reference.

Dopants of Sn, Ti, and Nb are picked as prototypical examples for detailed discussions of doping
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effects. All possible nearest-neighbor EP hopping barriers in each layer are computed, used as

inputs for kinetic Monte Carlo calculations of in-plane mobility. Then the effective bulk carrier

mobility is obtained by summing up in-plane mobility with the probability of EP forming at each

layer, given the out-of-plane hopping is several orders of magnitude slower than the in-plane one.

The overall electrical conductivity of the whole system can be calculated by multiplying the

carrier concentration with the effective bulk carrier mobility, then compared with experimental

values. In the end, we use the three dopants to deduce the trend of how different dopants impact

carrier mobility and electrical conductivity in hematite. We found that the carrier mobility of

hematite decreases after atomic doping regardless of specific elements.

The effect of dopants on carrier mobility is related to the Fe sub-lattice disorder induced by

dopants, i.e. the number of distorted Fe-Fe pairs compared to the pristine systems. More distortion

introduced to sub-lattice leads to a lower carrier mobility. Therefore, dopants introducing minimal

disruption to Fe sub-lattice are more desired for optimal carrier mobility.

Methodologies

First-principles Calculations

We employed the plane-wave density functional theory (DFT) code QUANTUM ESPRESSO19

for total energy and geometry optimization calculations. We used Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)

exchange-correlation functional20 and an effective Hubbard U value of 4.3 eV21 for Fe 3d or-

bitals.15,16 We used plane-wave cutoffs of 40 Ry and 240 Ry for wavefunction and charge density,

respectively, and GBRV ultrasoft pseudopotentials.22–24 Atomic structures were fully relaxed with

an energy threshold of 10−4 Ry/Å. We employed a hexagonal 2× 2× 1 supercell and a k-point

mesh of 2× 2× 2 to integrate over the Brillouin zone. We compared the EP energy distribution

among different Fe sites between 2× 2× 1 supercell and 3× 3× 1 supercell, and found that the

energy difference at the corresponding configuration is less than 0.02 eV (Fig. S6). Considering

the high computational cost for calculating 3×3×1 supercell and relatively small errors between
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2×2×1 and 3×3×1 supercells, we employed 2×2×1 supercell for all other calculations of

dopants at the dilute limit. The details of defect formation energy and concentration calculations

are consistent with our previous work.18 The technical detail of carrier mobility methodology by

combining the Landau-Zener theory and kinetic Monte-Carlo sampling can be found in Ref. 25.

Doped Hematite Supercell and Kinetic Monte Carlo Sampling

In doped hematite supercells the degeneracy among different Fe sites is broken. To distinguish

nonequivalent Fe sites, we labeled different Fe sites on each plane with numbers according to

its distance to the dopant (Fig. 1). We also labeled different planes, given that carrier transport

mainly happened in plane, and the out-of-plane transport is spin forbidden with orders of magni-

tude lower mobility.26 We used the linear interpolation method to calculate the energy barrier of

each nearest-neighbor EP hopping, as employed in the previous studies.15,16 The atom positions

are interpolated between the reactant and product configurations, followed by relaxing the approx-

imate saddle-point geometry (the highest energy point in the interpolation pathway). The energy

difference between the saddle point and the initial state is 0.11 eV for pristine hematite, consistent

with previous literature reports.15,16 Considering out-of-plane EP hopping is orders of magnitude

slower than in the a-b plane,26 all possible nearest-neighbor in-plane hopping barriers in Sn, Ti,

and Nb doped hematite are calculated and listed in Table S1, S2, and S3, respectively. Not all Fe

sites can form stable polarons thus hopping barriers involving those sites were not calculated. The

mobility was calculated using kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) sampling.25 Numerical details of kMC

sampling calculations can be found in SI along with its convergence tests.

Electrical Conductivity Ensemble Method

Since doping breaks the atomic-site degeneracy and out-of-plane transport is orders of magni-

tude lower compared to in-plane, we propose to get an effective carrier mobility (µe f f ) in doped

6
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Figure 1. The atomic structure of doped hematite supercell. The balls with numbers denote Fe
atoms, the red bar denotes O atoms, and the large gray ball without a number denotes the dopant
atom. Dopant subsitutes an Fe site in layer 3, as distinguished by the larger ball in the figure. The
supercell is divided into different layers (representing the a-b plane), and for each layer, the Fe sites
are labeled with different numbers increasing with their distance to the dopant. The spin direction
is also labeled with arrows on the right side of the figure. Spin flips between two nearest planes,
which leads to difficulty of out-of-plane polaron transport.

hematite by multiplying the carrier mobility of each layer with the EP formation probability,

µe f f =
N

∑
i=1

piµi =
N

∑
i=1

M

∑
j=1

pi, jµi (1)

among which pi is the probability of EP forming on layer i, pi, j is the probability of forming an

EP on site j of layer i, µi is the carrier mobility of layer i, and N and M are number of layers and

in-plane hopping sites, respectively. The probability distribution (pi, j) is computed from energy

distribution of EP locating on different sites using Boltzmann distribution. The total probability of

EP formation is normalized to one. We adopt different methods to calculate mobility of pristine

and doped hematite, given the statistical sampling requirement of the latter, as discussed below.

For pristine hematite, the carrier mobility is calculated by using the following equation (giving the
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high symmetry of the system):16

µ =
ea2nτ0

4kBT
e−

Ea
kBT , (2)

where e is electron charge, a is the EP hopping distance, n is the number of equivalent neighbors

(which is 3 since we only consider in-plane hopping here), τ0 is the attempt frequency (168.9

THz−1),16 and kBT is thermal energy (0.0259 eV at room temperature). All the values of these

parameters can be found in Table S4, and the resulted mobility is listed in Table 1. While for

doped hematite, since EP hopping distances and barriers vary at different sites, instead, we use

Einstein–Smoluchowski (ES) equation to calculate the mobility,

µ =
eD
kBT

. (3)

Here D is the diffusion coefficient, obtained from calculating all possible EP hopping in the same

layer, with kMC sampling which provides the statistically-averaged value. We note that ES equa-

tion is justified in our current condition, i.e. low electric field and room temperature, as discussed

in Ref. 27. The effect of dopants on polaron transport depends on the attractive or repulsive in-

teractions between the dopant and polarons, as explained in Ref. 25. Experimentally, previous

studies show that low concentration doping or defects still have a non-negligible effect on polaron

mobility.28,29 The computational details can be found in SI. Then the electrical conductivity (σ )

in hematite can be calculated by using the following equation,

σ = enµe f f (4)

where n is the carrier concentration obtained with the method from our previous work.18
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Results and Discussion

Energy and Associated Probability Distribution of EP Locating on Different

Fe Sites

Three prototypical dopants, Sn, Ti and Nb, are selected to study how dopants impact carrier mobil-

ity and electrical conductivity of hematite. They are chosen because they are the most well studied

group IV and V dopants, with many available experimental results for comparison.2,5,6,30,31 We

have shown the density of states (DOS) and polaron spin density of three dopant systems in SI Fig.

S16, where Sn and Ti dopants are at their neutral state, but Nb is at its +1 charged state that leaves

only one polaron in the system for fair comparison. We can see the electron polaron state is well

localized as a sharp peak in the DOS plot and the polaron spin density appears like a hybridized

Fe d-O p orbital. In order to compute the probability of EP formation in each layer, we calculated

the formation energy of EP at different Fe sites, shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. S7(a) and (c). The EP

energy distribution overall follows the trend of Coulomb interaction (i.e. ∼−1/r) as a function of

dopant-polaron distance (r), where the zero is referenced to the energy of the most stable polaron

configuration. Since Sn and Ti (group IV elements) only generate one EP but Nb (group V ele-

ments) generates two EPs, for a fair comparison among three dopants, one EP is removed from Nb

doped hematite by adding one positive charge. Afterward, the probability of EP forming at differ-

ent Fe sites is derived from energy distribution based on the Boltzmann distribution, as shown in

Fig. 2(b). In addition, the total probability is normalized to one, with the formation probability at

each Fe site listed in Table S5. It can be noticed that EP’s distribution is dopant-polaron distance

dependent and EPs are easier to form on Fe sites closer to the dopant (Fig. 2(b) and S7(b)(d)),

consistent with Fig. 2(a).

kMC and Carrier Mobility Calculations

As a reference, EP transport in pristine hematite is studied first, whose carrier mobility is calcu-

lated to be 0.056 cm2/(V.s) as listed in Table 1. The calculated hopping barrier is 0.11 eV (Fig.
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Figure 2. EP energy (a) and probability distribution (b) for Sn doped hematite. (a) Energy dis-
tribution of EP locating at different Fe sites as a function of Sn-polaron distance. The Coulomb
interaction trend is highlighted by the wide purple strip. The zero energy is referenced to the
energy of the most stable polaron configuration. (b) Probability distribution of EP locating at
different sites as a function of Sn-polaron distance. A inverse relation between probability and
Sn-polaron distance is shown, highlighted in a wide purple stripe. Dopant substitutes the central
Fe site in layer 3 as shown in Fig. 1.

S8) in good agreement with experiments.13 We then study EP transport in doped hematite using

kMC sampling. All possible nearest-neighbor in-plane EP hopping barriers are computed (tab-

ulated in Table S1, S2, and S3), as inputs for kMC diffusion coefficient calculations. The mean

square displacement (MSD) is plotted over time in Fig. 3, with its slope corresponding to diffu-

sion coefficient D, and then carrier mobility can be obtained by using Eq. 3. The MSD of pristine

system is plotted as a reference with a dashed black line in Fig. 3, and the MSD in each layer of

Sn doped system is plotted with colored lines. The latter lines all have a smaller slope than the

pristine one, indicating reduced diffusion coefficients at presence of dopants. The carrier mobility

of each layer for the three dopants is calculated and listed in Table S5. Afterward, the effective

bulk carrier mobility can be calculated by multiplying the probability of EP forming at each layer

with its corresponding in-plane carrier mobility, i.e. Eq. 1. The effective bulk carrier mobility

order for the three dopants is Ti > Sn > Nb, with details in Table 1. Finally, the overall electrical

conductivity is obtained by multiplying the carrier concentration with the corresponding system’s

carrier mobility, which gives good agreement with experimental measured values, as detailed in

Table 1.
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One note is that our calculated carrier mobility of doped hematite is mostly underestimated

compared to the experimental values (less than an order of magnitude). The reason could be the

layers far from dopants are difficult to be included completely due to the supercell size limit;

however the mobility in these layers is closer to pristine and generally larger than the layers closer

to dopants. Specifically, we plot the probability of EP formation and carrier mobility over each

layer in Fig. S9, where we find a very strong layer dependence for both quantities. Namely, carrier

mobility increases with the distance of polarons away from the dopant. An opposite trend is found

for the polaron formation probability. The calculated electrical conductivity, on the other hand, has

smaller difference between theory and experiments (less than 3 times) and gives the same ordering

among dopants between theory and experiments, as shown in Table 1. This illustrates the reliability

of our computational method and calculations.

Figure 3. The mean square displacement (MSD) over time for different layers in Sn-doped
hematite from the kMC simulations averaging over 16 kMC simulations. Dopant substitutes the
central Fe site in layer 3. After the dashed line for pristine, the legend of "layer 3, layer 4..." is in
order of increasing distance to the dopant.
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Table 1. Comparison between our calculated results and experimental values for carrier concen-
tration (n), effective barrier (Ea), effective carrier mobility (µ), and electrical conductivity (σ ).
NR represents not reported in past experiments. Pristine carrier concentration is calculated at syn-
thesis temperature of 1073 K and oxygen partial pressure of 1 atm, which is a commonly-used
experimental synthesis condition. For doped hematite, 3% doping concentration is achieved by
tuning synthesis temperature and oxygen partial pressure, with the computational method in Ref.
18. Then the carrier concentrations and electrical conductivity are calculated under the same con-
dition.

Sample n (cm−3) Ea (eV) µ (cm2/(Vs)) σ (S/cm)

Pristine[Exp, 13] NR 0.110 NR NR

Pristine[ours] 1.5×1013 0.110 0.0560 1.34×10−7

Sn 3.0%[Exp, 9] 1.6×1019 0.140 0.0430 0.11

Sn 3.0%[ours] 4.5×1019 0.137-0.185 0.0060 0.04

Ti 3.0%[Exp, 32] 8.8×1019 0.118 0.0405 0.57

Ti 3.0%[ours] 2.7×1020 0.133-0.177 0.0063 0.27

Nb 3.0%[Exp, 31] 5.0×1019 NR NR NR

Nb 3.0%[ours] 3.0×1020 0.146-0.219 0.0019 0.09

Effect of Dopant Charge States and Induced Strain

The calculated results above are informative for answering the key questions: how dopants impact

the carrier mobility and electrical conductivity in hematite, and what makes a dopant effective in

improving carrier mobility and electrical conductivity. To answer these two questions, we started

from examining two potentially important factors: one is the charge state of dopants and another

is strain induced by atomic doping. In order to study the former, we changed the charge state

of dopants by adding positive or negative charges into the supercell calculations. We picked Sn

and Nb as examples as follows. For Sn, we simulated neutral (Q0) system (generating one EP

in the supercell) and negatively-charged (Q-1) system (one negative charge added, two EPs in

the supercell), in order to compare EP hopping barriers between Sn4+ and Sn3+ doped systems.

For Nb, we simulated Q0 system (two EPs in the supercell) and Q+1 system (one positive charge

added, only one EP left in the supercell), to compare EP hopping barriers between Nb4+ and Nb5+

doped systems. We directly calculated and compared energy barriers for the different charged

systems mentioned above in Fig. S10. Interestingly, the difference of energy barriers between
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differently-charged systems is relatively small, mostly below 0.02 eV. This may indicate that the

magnitude of charges in Coulomb interaction among dopant and EP may not be a dominant factor

for energy barriers.

Figure 4. Strain energy of EP locating at different Fe sites for Sn-doped hematite as a function of
Sn-polaron distance. The dashed horizontal line is the summation of strain energy from isolated
Sn dopant and an EP. Dopant substitutes the central Fe site in layer 3.

Strain effect was then examined by calculating the strain energy of EP locating at different

Fe sites, in Fig. 4 for Sn doping and Figs. S11(a), (b) for Ti and Nb doping, respectively. It is

computed as the total energy difference of pristine Fe2O3 between its equilibrium geometry and

the geometry relaxed with dopants (first relax with dopants, then substitute back with Fe atoms to

keep the same composition as pristine Fe2O3).8 In Fig. 4, strain energy of all data points can be

divided into two regions by taking dopant-polaron distance at 4.5 Å as a threshold (distinguished

by different background colors). Beyond this threshold, strain energies are relatively stable and

fluctuate within an energy range of 0.1 eV. Therefore, considering that the strain effect is usually

local, we propose that there is weaker interaction between the dopant and EP when their distance

is beyond 4.5 Å. To verify this hypothesis, we calculated the strain energies independently intro-

duced by dopant only and EP only, then summed the two parts up, which is shown as the dashed
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horizontal line in Fig. 4 as the non-interacting limit. Specifically, we calculated strain energy of

isolated dopant without EP (such as Sn Q+1 system with one positive charge, no polaron left in the

supercell), and strain energy due to an isolated EP in pristine Fe2O3.

It can be noticed that there is some discrepancy between the plateau of calculated strain en-

ergy of doped systems with EPs and the dashed line (non-interacting limit), which is due to the

supercell’s finite sizes, as verified by the smaller discrepancy in 3× 3× 1 supercell in Fig.S12.

When the dopant-polaron distance is short, i.e., below the threshold of 4.5 Å, they are squeezed

into a compact space and the strong interaction between them decreases the strain energy to some

extent. Similar conclusions can be drawn from other doped systems in Figs. S11(a) and (b). To fur-

ther understand the strain energy’s relation to the hopping barriers, we discuss the local structural

distortion induced by different dopants in detail next.

Fe Sub-lattice Distortion and Potential Energy Surface

We then examine the local structure of doped Fe2O3. For atomic structural details, we have labeled

the Fe-Fe pair distances in pristine and doped Fe2O3 (close to dopants) in SI Fig. S17 and Table

S6. We then look at Fe-Fe pair distribution function (PDF) averaging over all possible EP config-

urations (where dopant-EP distances vary as Fig. 2 and Fig. 4). Fig. 5(a) is the PDF of Fe-Fe pair

distances for the three dopants, while Fig. 5(b) is the integrated PDF for the three dopants. The

black lines in both panels refer to the values of pristine Fe2O3 without distortion as the reference.

Comparing with the pristine value, Ti has the smallest Fe-Fe pair distance disorder while Nb has

the largest, as indicated by the spread of the peak. We found this trend is consistent with the one

of carrier mobility for three dopants (Ti > Sn > Nb). Furthermore, these Fe-Fe pair distances are

divided into three regions for more quantitative analysis (Table 2): “Closer” region (Fe-Fe pair

distance is shorter than the pristine one by at least 0.01 Å), “Same” region (Fe-Fe pair distance

falls within an error bar of ±0.01 Å compared to the pristine one), and “Farther” region (Fe-Fe

pair distance is longer than the pristine one by at least 0.01 Å). Among the three dopants, Nb has

the greatest percentage of “Farther” region, which means that it has the most stretched Fe-Fe pair
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distances compared to Ti and Sn. In the Fig. 6 schematic plot for polaron hopping in a Marcus-

theory-like picture, the scenario (1) shows that a longer Fe-Fe pair distance shifts the potential

energy surfaces (PES) of the initial state and the final state horizontally away from each other,

which leads to a larger hopping energy barrier. On the other hand, the smallest percentage of “Far-

ther” region in Ti doping suggests the least number of stretched Fe-Fe pair distances. The data in

Table 2 is consistent with the calculated carrier mobility trend earlier (Ti > Sn > Nb) in Table 1.

Figure 5. Fe-Fe pair distances for all EP configurations for the three dopants. (a) Pair distribution
function (PDF) of Fe-Fe pair distances for all EP configurations for the three dopants. The black
line represents the Fe-Fe pair distance in pristine hematite, used as a reference. (b) Integrated pair
distribution function

∫
g(r) of Fe-Fe pair distance for all EP configurations. Grey band indicates

region considered as the "Same" region in Table 2. Ti has the least Fe sub-lattice disorder compared
to Sn and Nb (closest to the pristine lines).

Table 2. Statistical data for Fe-Fe pair distance falling into three different regions as compared to
pristine Fe-Fe pair distance.

Dopant Closer (%) Same (%) Farther (%)

Ti 6.13 88.65 5.22

Sn 15.77 75.45 8.78

Nb 21.26 68.86 9.87

To find a direct correlation between Fe PDF and hopping energy barrier, we plot Fig. 7. In

Fig. 7(a), most Fe-Fe pair distance longer than the pristine value exists in supercell configurations
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram showing the correlation between Fe-Fe pair distance/reaction en-
ergy and energy barrier in a Marcus-theory-like picture. (a) Fe-Fe pair distance change leads to
a horizontal shift of potential energy surface (PES). Increasing Fe-Fe distance results in a higher
hopping barrier. (b) Reaction energy (EFS −EIS) change leads to vertical shift of PES. Increasing
final state energy (shifting up its potential energy surface) results in a higher barrier from the initial
state (IS) to the final state (FS).

of Sn-polaron distance < 4.5 Å (the blue line). This suggests that the major portion of Fe sub-

lattice distortion happens within a threshold of 4.5 Å, correlated well with the Fig. 7(b), where the

overall much higher EP hopping barrier exists within the Sn-EP distance < 4.5 Å. This correla-

tion proves that the Fe sub-lattice distortion is the underlying cause for the change of energy

barrier/carrier mobility after doping. The previous observed layer dependency of carrier mo-

bility can also be explained by the result here. Specifically layers closer to dopants have greater

Fe sub-lattice distortion, which results in larger EP hopping barrier, unfavorable for carrier mobil-

ity. Additionally, the Fe sub-lattice distortion breaks the potential energy surface (PES) symmetry

between initial (IS) and final state (FS) along one hopping path, as illustrated in schematic Fig. 6

scenario (2), which indirectly changes EP hopping barrier. For example, in Fig. S15, considering

that the Fe-Fe pair distance is similar between Ti (left panel) and Nb (right panel) doped systems

in one particular EP hopping, the much smaller energy barrier in the Ti doped case on the left is

due to the vertical down-shift of PES of the FS. This part of contribution is mostly originated from
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the reaction energy (EFS-EIS) change as a function of dopant-polaron distance, by an "attractive"

or "repulsive" interaction between dopant and EP, as discussed in Ref. 25.

Figure 7. Fe-Fe pair distribution function (PDF) and energy barrier for Sn-doped hematite. (a)
PDF of Fe-Fe pair distribution in Sn-doped hematite for Sn-EP distance less than 4.5 Å (< 4.5 Å,
blue line) or more than 4.5 Å (> 4.5 Å, green line). (b) EP hopping barriers in Sn-doped hematite
as a function of Sn-EP distance. The horizontal dashed line in the plot is the EP hopping barrier
in pristine hematite. The vertical dashed line is at 4.5 Å to guide the eye.

Experimental Comparison of Local Structure of Doped Fe2O3

Since Fe sub-lattice distortion is difficult to be directly compared to experimental data, other rele-

vant parameters are the dopant-O and dopant-Fe distances, which differ from the Fe-O and Fe-Fe

distances in pristine hematite. Fortunately, this allows a direct comparison of the calculated pair

distances about a dopant atom, with the corresponding measured pair distances from EXAFS. De-

tails of EXAFS measurements and sample synthesis can be found in SI.

The EXAFS results are part of a larger study and are summarized briefly in the SI - See Fig. S4

in SI. The Sn-O, Ti-O, and Nb-O bond lengths for the first oxygen shell, and the Sn-Fe, Ti-Fe, and

Nb-Fe pair distances for the first main Fe shell near 3 Å, are extracted from the fits of the EXAFS

data and plotted as vertical dashed lines in Fig. 8. In these fits, the first oxygen shells about Ti

and Nb remain split into two peaks - as is also the case for the Fe-O peaks in hematite, but for the

Sn dopant, the Sn-O peaks move together and can no longer be resolved. (Limit for resolving a

split peak is about 0.12 Å for Sn). There is an overall scale factor (by 1.01) difference between
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calculations and measured distances, and in Fig. 8 the theoretical distances have been divided by

1.01. The agreement is remarkable - only Sn-O pairs move together in both theory and experiment

and the order of the dopant-Fe distances are the same in both theory and experiment.

Figure 8. PDF’s for all EP configurations for the three doped systems. (a) Dopant-O pair distribu-
tion function (b) Dopant-Fe pair distribution function. For comparison to experiments, all PDF’s
are divided by a factor of 1.01. Vertical dashed lines labeled with Exp. are bond lengths fit from
EXAFS; see SI for details. For Sn-O the bond lengths of the 2 oxygen neighbors were unresolved
and the average was plotted.

Additionally, to further characterize the system we collected X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra

from pristine hematite and 0.1% Sn-doped hematite samples. As shown in Figure S3, the two

samples have identical diffraction peaks, which match well with the reported profile for hematite.

The results also confirm that there is no observable signal due to impurities. XRD provides the

averaged structure which shows the host hematite was not changed by dopants macroscopically.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we systematically investigated how dopants affect carrier mobility and electri-

cal conductivity in hematite. Instead of only focusing on the first EP hopping away from the

dopant, we studied all possible EP hopping in each layer, followed by using kMC sampling for

the statistically-averaged carrier mobility. Combined with our previous work on ab-initio carrier
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concentration calculation under charge neutrality condition, the overall electrical conductivity is

obtained from the product of carrier concentration and carrier mobility. The good agreement be-

tween our calculated results and experimental measured values demonstrates the robustness of our

computational methods. From our calculated results, we found that doping does not improve car-

rier mobility in hematite, and the improved electrical conductivity is owing to the enhanced carrier

concentration. The Fe sub-lattice distortion is the main underlying reason for the change of car-

rier mobility. The longer Fe-Fe pair distance is, the larger the hopping barrier is. Among the three

dopants studied, Ti shows the highest carrier mobility because Ti has the least Fe sub-lattice distor-

tion (with the lowest percentage of longer Fe-Fe pair distance than pristine). Our work dives deep

into understanding how dopants impact the carrier mobility and electrical conductivity of hematite.

Additionally, it provides practical guidance to experimentalists about what dopants to choose for

optimizing electrical conductivity of hematite and performance of hematite-based devices.
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